We present a theoretical analysis of the implementation of an entangling quantum gate between two trapped Ca + ions which is based on the dipolar interaction among ionic Rydberg states. In trapped ions the Rydberg excitation dynamics is usually strongly affected by mechanical forces due to the strong couplings between electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom in inhomogeneous electric fields. We demonstrate that this harmful effect can be overcome by using dressed states that emerge from the microwave coupling of nearby Rydberg states. At the same time these dressed states exhibit long range dipolar interactions which we use to implement a controlled adiabatic phase gate. Our study highlights a route towards a trapped ion quantum processor in which quantum gates are realized independently of the vibrational modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A central effort in trapped ion quantum computation is the realization of controllable interactions between spatially separated qubits [1] . This is key to establishing qubit entanglement for quantum information processing [2] [3] [4] and for transferring quantum information between remote qubits [5, 6] . In trapped ion quantum computation an effective qubit-qubit interaction [7] [8] [9] is typically engineered by a state-dependent laser coupling of ions to quantum harmonic oscillations (phonons) of the ion crystal [10, 11] . This use of phonons as quantum bus is currently limited to rather small arrangements of ions as the vibrational mode structure of a crystal becomes increasingly dense and complex as the number of ions grows. Executing gates in large ion crystals therefore can become very slow if one requires individual phonon modes to be spectroscopically resolved as proposed in many gate schemes [7] [8] [9] . Hence, when scaling up a trapped ion quantum computer, the resulting slow gate speeds make it challenging to maintain quantum coherence within qubit which typically have a finite coherence time.
An alternative to the phonon induced effective interaction among qubits are long range dipolar interactions which are currently much studied in the context of neutral atoms [12] . These interactions occur when two atoms are excited to electronically high-lying (Rydberg) states [13] . Depending on the specific Rydberg state the corresponding interaction strength can reach tens of MHz over a distance of several micrometers. This has pronounced consequences for the excitation dynamics of atoms which are excited from electronically low-lying (ELL) states to Rydberg states. In the extreme case it can lead to the so-called dipole blockade effect [14] , i.e. the suppression of multiple excitation of Rydberg atoms within a certain volume [12, 15, 16] . This phenomenon has been extensively explored in the context of many-body physics and it has been shown to be a central ingredient for the realization of two-qubit gates [17] . Recently, the experimental demonstration of two-atom entanglement [18] and a controlled-NOT quantum gate [19] using the dipole blockade between Rydberg atoms has been reported.
Motivated by this, attempting to integrate dipolar interaction into trapped ion systems has generated considerable interest [20] . In terms of electronic structure, an atom and a singly charged ion in a Rydberg state share many similarities. One would therefore intuitively think that one could simply migrate the ideas developed for neutral atoms to the trapped ions. However, dramatic differences between neutral Rydberg atoms and trapped Rydberg ions emerge in both the motional and electronic dynamics. For neutral atoms, one commonly encounters situations where the atomic motion is frozen during the course of the Rydberg excitation [21, 22] . This condition can typically not be fulfilled for trapped ions and coherent couplings between electronic states and phonon motions are vitally important for understanding the trapped ion excitation dynamics.
In Rydberg states the weakly bound electron can strongly couple to the ionic vibration. This is rooted in the fact that the Rydberg ion can not be regarded as a point-like particle but rather a composite object [20] : The orbital length of the Rydberg electron scales as n 2 [13] (with n the principal quantum number of the Rydberg state). This length can be tens of nm at large n, which is several times larger than the typical oscillator length corresponding to the ionic vibration, ∼ 10 nm (the situation is depicted in Fig. 1a) . The strong coupling not only affects the electronic dynamics but also generates an additional ponderomotive potential for the external ionic motion [23] . This potential is proportional to Rydberg polarizability (∼ n 7 ) and thus modifies significantly the Rydberg ion trapping potential compared to ions in ELL states. This affects the laser excitation of ions from ELL states to a Rydberg state through the emergence of non-trivial Franck-Condon (FC) factors which characterize the overlap of phonon modes belonging to the two different potential surfaces. In general this leads to the mixing of vibrational state during the laser excitation which can cause qubit decoherence.
In addition a second issue arises, namely that the dipolar interaction between Rydberg ions is generally 2 -- weaker than between neutral Rydberg atoms. This can be seen by the fact that the van der Waals (vdW) interaction (which typically is used to establish interactions among Rydberg atoms) scales as 1/Z 6 where Z is the net charge of the ionic core. This scaling immediately shows that the vdW interaction strength of Rydberg ions (with Z = +2) is relatively weak compared to neutral atoms (with Z = +1). Indeed, we will later show for the case of Ca + and typical trap parameters that it is not advantageous to use the vdW interaction for realizing two-qubit gates.
In this work we show how to overcome these two problems. Our solution relies on the application of a microwave (MW) field which couples ionic Rydberg states which have a polarizability of opposite signs (see level scheme depicted in Fig. 1b) . The polarizability of the emerging dressed Rydberg states (Fig. 1c) can be dynamically switched off. In this case the difference of the potential surface of ions in the Rydberg state and the ELL states is lifted and the Rydberg excitation decouples from the phonon dynamics. In addition, the large permanent (rotating) dipole moment of the MW dressed Rydberg states generates a dipole-dipole (DD) interaction which is substantially stronger than the vdW interaction. This permits the implementation of a fast and robust quantum gate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II, we present and analyze the Hamiltonian governing the coupled vibrational and electronic dynamics of two Ca + ions trapped in a linear Paul trap in the presence of laser and MW fields. Here we will elaborate in more detail on the aforementioned MW control of the Rydberg excitation and interaction strength. In Sec. III, we discuss the implementation of a controlled two-qubit phase gate relying on the DD interaction between MW dressed Rydberg states. We conclude in Sec. IV.
II. SYSTEM AND HAMILTONIAN
We consider two Ca + ions of mass M trapped in a linear Paul trap whose electric potential is given by Φ(r, t) = α cos Ωt(
. Here α and β are the electric field gradients of the radio frequency and static field, respectively, and Ω is the oscillation frequency of the radio frequency field. At the trap center, this field configuration gives rise to an effective harmonic ponderomotive harmonic potential [24] for the ions with axial and longitudinal trap frequencies 
where H CM (R j ) describes the harmonic oscillation of the center-of-mass (CM) coordinate (R j = {X j , Y j , Z j }) of the respective ion. Furthermore, H e (r j ) is the Hamiltonian of the valence electron (r j = {x j , y j , z j }) and H ec (R j , r j ) is the electron-CM coupling Hamiltonian of the j-th ion, respectively. The explicit form of the individual terms is given by
where H et (r j ) = −eΦ(r j , t) is the coupling between the valence electron and the electric field of the Paul trap. To label the electronic states we introduce the multi-index L = {n, L, J, m J }, where n, L, J are the principle, angular, total angular quantum number and m J is the projection of J on the quantization axis [25] and L is the respective state energy. Finally, the term V ext describes the interaction of the ion with external laser and microwave fields, whose form will be given later. Note that the effect of micromotion [24] has been neglected in this description.
The constituents of the two ions interact with the Coulomb interaction. In linear ion traps, the typical 3 inter-ion separations are about 5 µm, which is far larger than the characteristic length of both electron orbits and ionic vibration. This allows us to Taylor expand the Coulomb interaction in terms of the inter-ion separation
where C 0 = e 2 /4π 0 with 0 being the vacuum permittivity. We have furthermore used R 0 = |R 1 −R 2 | and n 12 = (R 1 −R 2 )/R 0 withR j being the equilibrium position of the j-th ion. On the right hand side of Eq. (6), the first term is the Coulomb interaction between the two singly charged ions. Higher order terms in the expansion give contributions due to electron-charge and electronelectron interaction. The second and third term are the dipole-charge and quadrupole-charge interaction. The fourth term is the dipole-dipole interaction. These higher order terms have different impacts on the electronic and ionic dynamics. For the linear crystal, the dipole-charge interaction cancels the z-component of the electron-CM coupling. Hence the equilibrium positions of the ions are unaffected by a change of the electronic state. The quadrupole-charge interaction modifies the electronic Hamiltonian as H e (r j ) = H e (r j ) + C 0 (x [20] . Consequently the electronic energies are shifted according to L = L + δ e where the corresponding energy shift δ e can be calculated via second order perturbation theory as discussed in Ref. [25] .
As highlighted in the introduction, the importance of certain terms in the two-ion Hamiltonian strongly depends on the considered electronic states. For example, in ELL states, the electron-CM and electron-trap coupling as well as higher order terms in Eq. (6) can be safely neglected. However, due to the strong scaling of characteristic quantities such as the polarizability as a function of the principle quantum number n [13] , terms whose effect is negligible in case of ELL states become important for the system dynamics when ions are excited to Rydberg states. This will have an impact, e.g., on the laser excitation dynamics. In the following we will discuss this in detail.
A. Hamiltonian of ions in ELL states
In an ELL state, the dynamics of the valence electron is hardly affected by the electric fields of the trap and the electronic and phonon dynamics are essentially decoupled. At sufficiently low temperature the ions form a Wigner crystal as a result of interplay between the Coulomb repulsion and the trap confinement [26] . For our linear two-ion crystal the equilibrium positions arē
When displaced from the equilibrium positions the two ions couple with each other through the Coulomb interaction. The resulting coupled vibrations are described in terms phonon modes with the Hamiltonian
Here a † χ,j (a χ,j ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of the j-th phonon mode along the χ-axis. The phonon frequencies ω χ,j are calculated by diagonalizing the Hessian matrix,
denotes the eigenvector of the respective phonon mode) with the matrix elements
B. Dynamics of the laser excitation of Rydberg states
Let us now study the dynamics of the laser excitation of ions from the ELL state to Rydberg states. Specifically we consider that the Ca + ions are excited from the low-lying |D = |3D 3/2 (1/2) to the Rydberg |P = |nP 1/2 (1/2) -state (see Fig. 1b ) via a single photon transition as it can be achieved with a vacuum ultraviolet laser (a thorough discussion of such vacuum ultraviolet laser in the context of ionic Rydberg excitations can be found in Refs. [25, 27] ).
To understand the excitation process it is instructive to characterize first the effective trapping potential experienced by a Rydberg ion. In the Rydberg state, the large electron-CM coupling gives rise to an additional ponderomotive potential to the CM motion. The details of the derivation can be found in Refs. [23, 28] . Note furthermore, that similar state-dependent modifications of the trapping potential occur also in case of neutral Rydberg atoms in magnetic traps [29] . In the |P -state, the additional trapping potential experienced by the j-th ion is
where P P is the polarizability in the Rydberg state. Here terms containing the static gradient β have been neglected with respect to those containing the gradient α of the radio-frequency field as typically α β in linear ion traps. Since P P ∝ n 7 , the additional potential can result in a major modification of the harmonic confinement 4 which strongly affects the phonon mode structure. This can be exploited for the dynamical mode shaping within ion chains [28] . The Hessian matrix characterizing the transverse phonon modes in the Rydberg state is given by
with χ = X, Y . The eigenvector B (P,χ,j) and eigenfrequency ν P,χ,j of the phonon modes are obtained by solving m H
with b † P,χ,j and b P,χ,j being the phonon creation and annihilation operators, respectively. We are now in a position to investigate the laser excitation dynamics and how it is affected by the electronic state-dependent phonon modes. We assume that the excitation laser propagates along the z-axis and that it is polarized along the y-axis. The ion-laser interaction is described by the coupling Hamiltonian
where E 0 (Z j ) is the strength of the laser field at the position of the j-th ion and ω 0 is the laser frequency. In order to obtain an explicit expression for the laser coupling induced between the states |D and |P we transform into a rotating frame with the unitary transformation U L = P D + e iω0t P P , using the projection operators P D = |D D|, P P = |P P |. In the interaction picture and within the rotating wave and resonance approximation we arrive at the ion-laser interaction Hamiltonian [23] 
where Ω(Z j ) = E 0 (Z j )d 0 is the laser Rabi frequency with d 0 = −e P |y j |D being the transition dipole moment between the |D -and |P -state. The coefficients K
are the FC factors and given by the overlap integrals between the vibrational modes in the potential surface corresponding to the |D -and |P -state. We furthermore have defined
, where k i is the phonon number of the i-th mode along the χ axis. A similar definition is used for the operators a χ, [j] in Eq. (14) .
From Eq. (14) it is evident that the Rydberg excitation depends strongly on the FC factors [30] when the trapping potential is state-dependent. In general this results in a strong and rather intricate coupling between vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom. For the implementation of quantum gates this is not desirable and indeed for many gate schemes it is advantageous to have a trapping potential that is essentially independent of the electronic state [31] [32] [33] .
C. MW dressing of Rydberg states
In order to achieve such a trapping potential which does not depend on the electronic state, and therefore gives rise to trivial FC factors, i.e. K [j] = δ jk , we do not work with bare Rydberg states. Instead we create dressed states by using a strong MW field which couples the Rydberg |P -state with a Rydberg |S = |n , S 1/2 (1/2) as shown in Fig. 1b . The states are chosen such that the signs of their repsective polarizabilities are opposite, i.e. P n S > 0 and P nP < 0. With an appropriate choice of the MW coupling this permits the creation of dressed states with vanishing polarizability and thus removes the additional potential (10) in the Rydberg state.
Let us now discuss the practical implementation of this idea. The interaction Hamiltonian of the j-th ion with the MW field is given by V MW (r j ) = −eE 1 [r j ·ε] cos ω 1 t, with E 1 , ω 1 andε the electric field strength, frequency and polarization (along y-axis). We use the unitary transformation U t = P D +P P e iω0t +P S e (iω0±ω1)t to move into a rotating frame with respect to both the MW and the laser with P S = |S S|. In the unitary transformation, the + corresponds to the situation P < S and − to the situation P > S . For concreteness we will assume P > S in the following. We consider the regime of a strong MW field [34] , i.e. the timescale related to the MW coupling is much shorter than that of the ionic motion and the ion-laser interaction. In this regime, the interaction of the MW with the j-th ion is described by [28] 
where ∆ S = S − (ω 0 − ω 1 ), ∆ P = P − ω 0 , and Ω MW = E 1 d 1 is the MW Rabi frequency with d 1 = −e P |y j |S being the transition dipole moment between the Rydberg |P -and |S -state. Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian, we obtain two MW dressed Rydberg states
where
with ∆ ± = ∆ P ± ∆ S and
− . The polarizability of the dressed state, P ± = N 2 ± (C 2 ± P nP + P n S ), can be controlled by tuning the MW parameters. For example, for n = n, P ± ≈ 0 when |C ± | ≈ 0.68, i.e. the polarizability vanishes. When exciting such a dressed state with vanishing polarizability, the trapping potential of the Rydberg ion becomes identical with that of the ions in ELL states. Here, the FC factors [23] become trivial and the laser excitation is not different as compared to laser transitions driven among ELL states.
D. Dipolar interaction between MW-dressed Rydberg ions
As discussed at the beginning of Sec. II, the operator describing the electron-electron interaction between two ions is given by
For typical experimental parameters the resulting interaction energy is negligible for ions in ELL states. In Rydberg states this interaction can become significant and its actual functional form depends strongly on whether or not the electronic states possess a permanent dipole moment. We investigate these two situations in the following.
In the absence of MW dressing (see discussion in Sec. II B) the laser excites the Rydberg state |P which possess no permanent dipole moment. As a result, the interaction energy shift between two ions excited to the |P -state has the form of a van der Waals potential, V vdW = C 6 /R 6 0 , with C 6 being the dispersion coefficient (see Fig. 2a ). For n = 65, we obtain C 6 ≈ 2π × 0.3 GHz µm 6 , which results in an interaction shift of 2π × 20 kHz at R 0 = 5µm. For all practical purposes, e.g. the implementation of a two-qubit gate protocol, this interaction energy is too small. This changes however in the presence of the MW field. The dressed Rydberg states of the ion exhibit a rotating dipole moment which leads to resonant exchange of MW photons between the two ions. This process gives rise to a DD interaction [15] of the form
where P + = | + + + + | (using the notation | + + = |+ 1 |+ 2 ) and P − = | − − − − | are the projection operators on the respective ion pair states. The interaction strength is determined by the parameter d ± = N 2 ± C ± |d 1 |/e. In order to derive expression (18) we have performed several approximations. First, fast oscillating terms (with frequency 2ω 1 ) and DD couplings between the two dressed states are neglected. The latter is justified due to the large Autler-Townes splitting between the dressed state (illustrated in Fig. 2b) . Second, we neglected the x and z components in the DD interaction operator Eq. (17) as these couplings are vanishingly small in the MW dressed state. To verify this second approximation, we numerically calculate the two-ion interaction potential by including both the MW driving [Eq. (15) ] and the DD interaction [(Eq. (17)]. As shown in Fig. 2c , the potential in the pair | − − state based on this full calculation (without the aforementioned approximations) agrees well with that of the simplified calculation [Eq. (18)]. Hence we can reliably obtain the DD interaction strength from Eq. (18) . Using typical parameters, e.g. Ω MW = 2π × 400 MHz, ∆ S = 2π × 136.074 MHz and ∆ P = 2π × 293.957 MHz, the DD interaction strength evaluated to C 3 (−) = C 0 d 2 − ≈ 2π × 0.309 GHz µm 3 for n = n = 65. For an ion separation of R 0 = 5µm, the DD interaction energy is ≈ 2π × 2.5 MHz, which is significantly larger than the Rydberg excitation Rabi frequency. In this parameter regime the simultaneous excitation of ions into Rydberg pair states is strongly suppressed. We will use this so-called dipole blockade in the following section for the implementation of a two-qubit entangling gate -the controlled phase gate.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF A TWO-QUBIT PHASE GATE
Among the many existing protocols [12] , we focus on an adiabatic scheme for the implementation of the phase gate. This scheme benefits from the fact that phonon excitation is largely negligible and that the laser addressing of individual ions is not required [17] . The logical qubit states of each ion are the states |D and a second ELL state |E (e.g. the ground state |4S of Ca + ). In order to implement the gate we use a Rydberg laser driving the |D ↔ |− transition of each ion (the corresponding level in this gate scheme is depicted in Fig. 3a) . We assume an excitation laser propagating along the trap axis, whose Rabi frequency is both timeand space-dependent, i.e. Ω(
where k L is the wave number of the Rydberg laser. Such time dependence of the laser electric field can be achieved by varying the laser intensity. The effective Rabi frequency for the |D ↔ |− transition is
In what follows we assume that only the axial CM phonon mode is coupled with the electronic dynamics through the spatial dependence of Ω(Z j ). We expand Ω − (Z j ) in terms of the Lamb-Dicke parameter η and truncate the expansion up to the first order of η, i.e.
Here a † z (a z ) is the phonon creation (annihilation) operator of the axial CM mode, η = k L ξ z / √ 2 is the Lamb-Dicke parameter and ξ z is the oscillator length of the CM mode. The resulting two-ion Hamiltonian is
+ and E − (t) is the detuning of the Rydberg excitation laser frequency with respect to the|D ↔ |− transition. To realize the adiabatic phase gate, we consider a laser pulse whose Rabi frequency and detuning are time-dependent (see also Fig. 3b) :
Here Ω 0 , ∆ 0 and τ (the duration of the gate laser pulse) are constants. When neglecting the phonon dynamics the adiabatic unitary evolution of the qubit states under the Hamiltonian (19) can be calculated analytically [17] . Using the two-ion state basis {|EE , |DE , |ED , |DD }, one Rydberg blockad finds that it implements the following phase rotation:
Here the entangling phase is given by φ ent = φ DD −2φ DE where φ DD = τ 0 E DD dt and φ DE = τ 0 E DE dt are the accumulated phase of the |DD and |DE state, respectively [17] . The adiabatic energies of the instantaneous eigenstates are
). The controlled phase gate is realized after removing the trivial phase φ DE and φ ED (via single qubit operation). Ideally the gate realizes an entangling phase φ ent = π which can be achieved by optimizing the laser parameter set {Ω 0 , ∆ 0 , τ }. One example of such optimal phase evolution is illustrated in Fig. 4a .
Let us now take into account the phonon dynamics according to Hamiltonian Eq. (19) . To get a qualitative idea about the effect of the phonons we investigate an idealized situation where we calculate the time-evolution of the initial state |DD ⊗|0 in which both ions are in the electronic state |D and the CM phonon mode is not populated. In Fig. 4b we display the time evolution of the populations of the electronic ion pair-states during the application of the gate laser pulse. We find that the population p init of the initial state |DD ⊗|0 slightly deviates from the probability to remain in the state |DD , which is obtained by tracing out the CM phonons. The same behavior is found for other pair states which indicates that there is a slight population of the phonon states during the laser pulse. The magnitude of this phonon excitation is controlled by the trap frequency and can be reduced to an arbitrary degree if the confinement strength is increased.
Let us briefly discuss further gate errors caused by the spontaneous decay of ions from the Rydberg state. For n = n = 65, the lifetime of the MW dressed |− state is τ 0 ≈ 132 µs. The corresponding loss from the pair states |D− and | − D can be estimated by P loss ≈ (2/τ 0 ) × τ 0 p D− (t)dt ≈ 0.052 with p D− (t) being the excitation probability in the state |D− . This loss can be further reduced by increasing the gate speed and considering even higher Rydberg states with longer lifetimes.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we have studied the implementation of a two-qubit phase gate in trapped ions which relies on the dipolar interaction between ionic Rydberg states. We have discussed in detail a number of technical difficulties which highlight central differences with respect to the implementation of similar gates among neutral atoms, and showed that they can be in principle overcome by utilizing MW dressed Rydberg states. Based on these dressed states we have briefly discussed the implementation of a controlled two-qubit phase gate and gave a first account on the effect of the electron-phonon coupling on the gate dynamics. In the future, it will be interesting to extend our analysis to larger ion crystals with thermal phonon states, in order to assess the usefulness of dipolar interactions for achieving a scalable ion trap quantum computer.
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